Abstract Vertical axis wind turbine blades undergo dynamic stall due to the large 
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The turbines considered in this study are similar to the commercial 1.2 kW Wind- This field of view shown by grey boxes in Fig. 1 is fixed in the lab frame, and 66 the airfoil pitches/surges inside it to achieve the desired angle of attack and velocity.
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Multiple experiments were performed using particle image velocimetry in overlap- 
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In the computation, the chord Reynolds numbers were limited to Re ≤ 1500, 
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The vorticity is plotted in the lab frame at various phases of the airfoil motion 
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Leading Edge Vortex Development on Pitching and Surging Airfoils . . . 5 Fig. 3 Vorticity contours from experiment EPM E (left) and computation of the pitch/surge motion EPM C , (middle) and the computation of the VAWT C , (right). Red and blue contours indicate positive and negative vorticity respectively and green area indicates the PIV laser shadow. a = 0
• , + = 0
• , e = 150
• , − = 23.8
• Apart from these Reynolds number and experimental differences the flow evolu-106 tion is similar between the three cases and qualitatively similar to the experiments of 107 Ferreira et al. [7] . Initially at + = 0
• the flow is attached and a symmetrical wake 
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